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Abstract. A fundamental goal of satellite weather and climate observations is profiling the atmosphere with in situ-like precision and resolution with absolute accuracy and unbiased, all-weather, global coverage. While GPS radio occultation (RO) has come perhaps closest in terms of profiling the gas state from orbit, it does not provide sufficient information to simultaneously profile water vapor and temperature. We have been developing the Active Temperature, Ozone and Moisture Microwave Spectrometer (ATOMMS) RO system that probes the 22 and 183 GHz water vapor absorption lines to simultaneously profile temperature and water vapor from the lower troposphere to the mesopause. Using an ATOMMS instrument prototype between two mountaintops, we have demonstrated its ability to penetrate through water vapor, clouds and rain up to optical depths of 17 (7 orders of magnitude reduction in signal power) and still isolate the vapor absorption line spectrum to retrieve water vapor with a precision better than 1%. This demonstration represents a key step toward an orbiting ATOMMS system for weather, climate and constraining processes.

1. Introduction/Motivation

Water vapor is an important constituent in Earth’s atmosphere and its distribution in space and time must be known to understand and predict weather and climate. Despite its importance, we do not have precise observations of its distribution in the atmosphere, its trend with time, or a good understanding of the factors controlling these [Sherwood et al., 2013]. Water vapor is challenging to measure because of the wide range of concentrations and scales across which it varies. Water vapor observations must be unbiased and capture the full range of variability in clear and cloudy conditions across the globe in order to improve the understanding and analysis of water vapor, which is used to initialize weather prediction systems, to
monitor trends and variations and to improve weather and climate models through constraints on and refinement of processes affecting and affected by water vapor (e.g., Bony et al., 2015).

Satellite observations are required to gain a global perspective for weather prediction and climate monitoring and constraining the critical processes at work in different regions across the globe. Unfortunately, present satellite observations provide limited constraints on the water vapor field, particularly when clouds are present, which in turn limits the skill of the weather forecasts and our detailed knowledge of water vapor across the globe. Yue et al. (2013) compared the water vapor estimates from the NASA’s AIRS retrievals and ECMWF analyses and found large fractional differences between the two data sets in terms of both biases and centered, root mean-square differences (CRMSD) that were associated with clouds and surface conditions. Biases were +/-10% near the surface and 35% dry at 200 mb. CRMSD ranged from 15% to 40% near the surface to 45% to 80% at 200 mb, where the range at each pressure level reflects the dependence on cloud type and surface conditions. The point is that present state-of-the-art, radiance-based satellite water vapor remote sensing systems have serious limitations in terms of performance and sampling biases associated with clouds and surface conditions, accuracy, vertical resolution and the ambiguity inherent in the conversion of radiances to the atmospheric state (Rodgers 2000).

GPS radio occultation (RO) has become an important data source for numerical weather prediction (NWP), despite its relatively sparse coverage to date [e.g., Cardinali and Healy, 2014]. Its high impact comes from its unique combination of ~200 m vertical resolution, all weather sampling and very low random and absolute uncertainties via its direct connection to atomic frequency standards. GPS RO profiles atmospheric refractivity. Two limitations of GPS RO are (1) its inability to separate the dry air and water vapor contributions to refractivity and (2) its insensitivity to water vapor in the colder regions of the troposphere and above.

In recognition of the strengths and weaknesses of GPS RO and radiance measurements and the need for better information about water vapor, in 1997 research groups at the University of Arizona and the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Herman et al., 1997 and Hajj et al., 1997) identified and began developing an RO system that is now called the Active Temperature, Ozone and Moisture Microwave Spectrometer (ATOMMS), which is designed to overcome these limitations by transmitting and receiving signals between satellites in low Earth orbit (LEO) near the 22 and 183 GHz water vapor absorption lines as well as nearby ozone absorption lines. Profiling both the speed of light like GPS RO as well as the absorption of light, which GPS RO does not measure, enables ATOMMS to precisely profile temperature, pressure and water vapor simultaneously from near the surface to the mesopause (Kursinski et al., 2002). It will also profile ozone from the upper troposphere into the mesosphere, scintillations produced by turbulence, slant path cloud liquid water and detect larger cloud ice particles, with approximately 100 m vertical resolution and corresponding 70 km horizontal resolution (Eq. 13, Kursinski et al., 1997). Kursinski et al. (2002) found that such a system could provide water vapor retrievals with a precision of 1 – 3% from near the surface well into the mesosphere. Kursinski et al. (2009) estimated the degradation in clouds would be less than a factor of 2.
Our work here is focused on a mountaintop demonstration of ATOMMS’ ability to measure water vapor through rain and clouds. Using ground-based ATOMMS prototype instrumentation that we developed with funding from NSF, we demonstrate the ability of ATOMMS to retrieve changes in the path-averaged water vapor between the instruments operating between two mountaintops in Southern Arizona to within 1%, during weather conditions that ranged from clear to cloudy to thunderstorms with heavy rain. The ATOMMS mountaintop retrievals worked up to optical depths of 17. The smaller than 1% discrepancies between the measured ATOMMS spectra and the forward modeled water vapor spectra, in clear, cloudy and rainy condition are unprecedented and one to two orders of magnitude smaller than present discrepancies between AIRS and ECMWF, which are limited to conditions of relatively low cloud opacity. At still higher cloud and rain opacities such as the conditions encountered during our ATOMMS mountaintop experiment, IR and microwave emission-based water vapor retrievals simply don’t work. ATOMMS performance in cloud and rain is achieved via a differential transmission approach using a calibration tone, in contrast to passive IR and microwave sensors systems that work via emission. In addition, the vertical resolution attainable via active occultation observing systems is at least an order of magnitude better than that of passive sensors.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 summarizes the ATOMMS concept for satellites operating in low Earth orbit (LEO) and Section 3 describes this mountaintop experiment. In Section 4, we discuss the water vapor retrievals from the measured mountaintop data. Sources of Uncertainty are covered in Section 5, while Section 6 examines validation of the water vapor retrievals with available in-situ measurements. Finally, in section 7 the encouraging results from the ATOMMS ground-based system lead us to a discussion of the unique capabilities of a future ATOMMS satellite occultation system for improving numerical weather forecasts, monitoring climate changes, and improving our understanding and model representation of processes related to water vapor.

2. ATOMMS Concept

ATOMMS is a natural extension of the GPS RO concept. It extends the capabilities and overcomes several limitations of GPS RO by simultaneously measuring atmospheric bending and absorption at several essentially monochromatic signal frequencies in two frequency bands centered on the 22 GHz and 183 GHz water absorption lines, referred to as Low-Band and High-Band respectively. The High-Band includes several ozone absorption lines used to profile ozone. During ATOMMS satellite to satellite occultations, signals transmitted from one satellite are received by the other which yields measurements of the signal phase and amplitude during the occultation. From these, occultation profiles of bending angle and absorption are derived and then used to derive radial profiles of refractivity and extinction coefficient using Abel Transforms [Kursinski et al., 2002]. These are then combined with knowledge of spectroscopy together with the equations of refractivity and hydrostatic equilibrium to derive profiles of air temperature, pressure, water vapor, ozone, and some properties of condensed water.
ATOMMS functions as a precise, active spectrometer over the propagation path between the transmitter and receiver. Retrievals of water vapor from radiance measurements are inherently ambiguous because both the unknown signal source emission and attenuation, which are distributed along the path, must be solved for, creating an ill-posed problem (e.g., Rodgers, 2000). In contrast, the ATOMMS signal strength is known and the observed quantity is simply the attenuation along the path, which makes the retrievals much more direct and unambiguous. The active approach also enables precise and accurate retrievals under conditions of large path optical depths, which is not possible for passive retrievals.

Because ATOMMS uses phase coherent signals to measure Doppler shift and bending angle like GPS RO, we write the signal attenuation in terms of amplitude rather than intensity as follows,

\[ A(f) = A_0(f)e^{-\tau/2} \]  

where \( A \) is the measured signal amplitude after the absorption, \( A_0 \) is the amplitude of the signal that would be measured in the absence of atmospheric attenuation and \( \tau \) is the optical depth at the signal frequency, \( f \). The gas phase optical depth is due to water vapor and dry air absorption, which introduces temperature and pressure dependence, and any attenuation due to hydrometers.

15 Differential Absorption

A key to ATOMMS performance is its double differential absorption approach [Kursinski et al., 2002]. First, the amplitude observable is the change in signal amplitude over an occultation relative to the amplitude measured at time, \( t_0 \), when the signal path between the two spacecraft is entirely above the atmosphere. Second, the amplitudes of two (or more) signals are measured simultaneously during each occultation. The frequency, \( f \), of one signal is placed on the absorption line of interest while the frequency of the second signal, \( f_{\text{CAL}} \), is farther from line center to function as a calibration signal.

The quantity used in the ATOMMS retrievals is the ratio of two amplitude ratios,

\[ R(f, f_{\text{CAL}}, t, t_0) = \frac{A(f, t)}{A(f_{\text{CAL}}, t)} \frac{A(f_0, t_0)}{A(f_{\text{CAL}}, t_0)} \]  

The amplitude ratio in the denominator represents the ratio of the amplitude of the tuned signal to the amplitude of the calibration signal at reference time, \( t_0 \), when the signal is nominally above the atmosphere. The amplitude ratio in the numerator represents the ratio of the amplitude of the tuned signal to the amplitude of the calibration signal at measurement time, \( t \), during the occultation. Taking the natural logarithm of \( R \) and multiplying by two yields the change in the difference between the optical depths at frequencies \( f \) and \( f_{\text{CAL}} \), from the reference time, \( t_0 \), to time, \( t \).

\[ 2 \log(R) = [\tau(f, t) - \tau(f_{\text{CAL}}, t)] - [\tau(f_0, t_0) - \tau(f_{\text{CAL}}, t_0)] \]  

If the signal path is entirely above the atmosphere at reference time, \( t_0 \), as will be the case in a LEO-LEO occultation geometry, then the optical depths at time \( t_0 \) are zero and Eq. (3) simplifies to

\[ 2 \log(R) = \tau(f, t) - \tau(f_{\text{CAL}}, t) \]  

\[ (4) \]
The frequency separation between \( f \) and \( f_{\text{CAL}} \) is chosen such that \( R \) retains most of the absorption signature while cancelling unwanted common sources of error such as gain variations due to pointing errors, scintillations due to atmospheric turbulence and attenuation due to scattering by hydrometeors. This ratio of ratios approach enables precise measurement of water vapor in the presence of clouds and rain as we demonstrate below.

3. Overview of the ATOMMS Mountaintop Experiment

With funding from NSF, we designed and built a ground-based, prototype ATOMMS instrument and then used it to demonstrate some key aspects of ATOMMS capabilities and performance in several fixed geometries in southern Arizona with path lengths ranging from 800 m to 84 km. The prototype ATOMMS High-Band system transmits and receives two simultaneous continuous wave (CW) signals tunable from 181 to 206 GHz. The prototype Low-Band system consists of eight CW transmitters and receivers at fixed frequencies from 18.5 to 25.5 GHz spaced approximately one GHz apart, centered approximately on the 22 GHz water vapor absorption line. On August 18, 2011, we collected approximately four hours of data with the instruments located on Mt. Lemmon Ridge (2752 m altitude) and Mt. Bigelow (2515 m altitude), separated by approximately 5.4 km. The observing geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The water vapor pressure derived from these ATOMMS measurements represents an average over the 5.4 km path which runs above a valley between the mountaintops on which the instruments sit.

Differences between mountaintop and LEO measurements

The mountaintop-to-mountaintop geometry differs from the satellite-to-satellite geometry in several important aspects. In the satellite-to-satellite occultation geometry, the ATOMMS differential absorption measurements yield absolute water vapor concentrations because the reference signal strength is measured above the atmosphere where there is no absorption. Since we cannot evacuate the path between the two mountaintops, mountaintop-to-mountaintop observations are limited to measuring changes in water vapor relative to a selected reference period as defined in Eq. (3). In the satellite geometry, a profile of water vapor is retrieved as a function of altitude via an Abel Transform (Kursinski et al., 2002). In the mountaintop experiment, the signal path is fixed and the retrieved quantity is the change in the average water vapor along the fixed path as a function of time.

In the satellite to satellite occultation geometry, the majority of the signal attenuation occurs along the lowest altitude portion of the signal path centered at the ray tangent point which is 100 to 500 km in length. We note that the Abel transform isolates the contributions of these layers. For a vertical resolution of 100 m, the horizontal length of the lowest layer is approximately 70 km (Eq. 13, Kursinski et al., 2002). Because the large water vapor concentrations in the lower and middle troposphere produce impenetrably high opacities near the 183 GHz line when integrated over such long signal paths, this portion of the troposphere must be profiled using the weak 22 GHz absorption line and the ATOMMS Low Band system from space. This is also the altitude region where liquid water clouds are most common. To achieve our goal of an all-
weather observing system, the observations must provide enough information for the inversion routine to be able to separate the signal attenuation due to liquid water absorption from that due to water vapor absorption. Kursinski et al. [2009] showed that the spectral shape of the cloud liquid water absorption at the Low-Band frequencies depends primarily on the cloud liquid water path and cloud temperature. Simultaneously measuring the amplitudes of four Low Band signals, with at least one of the signal frequencies on the high side of the 22 GHz line, in addition to refractivity plus application of a hydrostatic constraint, enables water vapor, cloud liquid water path and effective cloud temperature to be estimated simultaneously. Thus, with absorption information from at least four Low Band frequencies, we can isolate liquid water clouds from water vapor and unwanted variations due to instrumental noise and turbulence. Simulations in Kursinski et al. (2009) showed the uncertainty in cloudy conditions should increase by no more than a factor of 2 relative to clear sky conditions. We also note that Kursinski et al. (2009) recommended using at least 5 signal frequencies in order to expose spectral modeling errors and provide the quantitative information needed to refine the modeling of both the water vapor and liquid water spectra.

In this mountaintop demonstration, the atmospheric path from transmitter to receiver was only 5.4 km, such that the water vapor attenuation due to absorption by the weak 22 GHz line was too small to measure accurately. Therefore, in this experiment, we used the ATOMMS High Band signals to probe near the stronger 183 GHz water line to retrieve changes in water vapor along the path. Below we show that the liquid attenuation has a relatively flat spectral response across the high band frequencies utilized for the mountaintop retrieval of water vapor and essentially ratios out. In the satellite case, at altitudes where liquid clouds commonly occur, the combined attenuation from liquid water and water vapor will make the atmosphere too opaque to probe with the High Band frequencies and ATOMMS will therefore profile these conditions with the Low Band signals near the 22 GHz line as noted above.

Another difference is that in the LEO-LEO geometry, profiles of atmospheric refractivity and temperature are derived from a Doppler shift proportional to atmospheric bending [e.g., Kursinski et al., 1997]. In a fixed geometry, there is no equivalent Doppler shift and we therefore had to determine the air temperature via another method which is described in Section 4. A final point relates to instrument stability. The duration of a typical LEO-LEO occultation is approximately 100 seconds, which allows little time for instrument drift, while mountaintop measurements can go on for hours or days. Therefore, to maintain instrument stability over the four hour mountaintop observation period, we used water chillers to minimize temperature variations of critical portions of the transmitters and receivers.

In spite of the differences noted above, this ground-based experiment clearly demonstrates the ability of an ATOMMS-type system to probe through and accurately retrieve changes in water vapor under conditions of large total optical depths with liquid water present along the path.

**Observed Optical Depths**

The observed variations in optical depth at 198.5 GHz and 24.4 GHz are shown in Fig. 2. 198.5 GHz was the frequency of the High Band calibration tone during this experiment. Also shown are the derived changes in liquid optical depth at 198.5 GHz, which was computed by subtracting the optical depth changes due to variations in the retrieved vapor.
pressure and temperature from the total observed optical depth change. The instruments were housed in tents to protect them from weather conditions that spanned from clear to cloudy to thunderstorms with heavy rain, as indicated by the annotations in Fig. 2. This wide range of conditions and associated optical depths provided an excellent field test to evaluate and demonstrate several key ATOMMS capabilities. In-situ measurements of temperature, pressure and water vapor were made at each tent. Web cameras in each tent pointed at the opposite ATOMMS instrument site, providing periodic images of weather conditions and visible opacity.

Fig. 2 indicates that when the ATOMMS observations began, a light rain was falling. The rain ended prior to the First Reference period. A brief rain shower was observed from about 14:43 to 15:02 PM. The sharp peak in the 198.5 GHz liquid optical depth just before 15:00 and absence of a peak in the 24.4 GHz liquid optical depth likely indicates an increase in the number of smaller raindrops. This was followed by a brief clear period before the next rain shower began at 15:10. This rain was initially light, but became a heavy thunderstorm at 15:30. From 15:30 to 16:00 the 198.5 GHz tone was too attenuated to be observed at the receiver. During the heavy rain, the 24.4 GHz liquid optical depth reached a peak value of 10. The 198.5 GHz signal was detected again at 16:00 as the rain lightened. By 16:30 the rain was considerably lighter. The RADAR data and field observations indicated that rain was still falling over portions of the path between the two instruments. Note that the liquid optical depths did not return to zero before the next heavier rain shower began around 17:15.

Between 16:28 and 16:31, a cloud advected through the observation path. Field notes and images taken every 30 seconds show a cloud moving into and through the field of view. Initially the cloud extended only part way across the observation path. It then apparently spanned the entire path for a brief period of less than 2 minutes before gradually clearing out of the observation path. The presence of smaller cloud droplets caused the 198.5 GHz liquid optical depth to increase around 4:30, while little if any change was apparent in the 24.4 GHz liquid optical depth. The fact that the 24.4 GHz optical depth did not drop to 0 indicates some light rain was present as well. The decrease in 198.5 GHz liquid optical depth after the peak at 4:30 likely indicates that cloud droplets or drizzle obscured only part of the observation path.

**Signal Tuning and Detection**

The High Band portion of the ATOMMS ground-based prototype instrument simultaneously transmits and receives two continuous wave signals that are tunable from 181 to 206 GHz. For this experiment, one transmitter swept through the tunable frequency range generating a tuned tone that was received by a receiver sweeping through the same tuning sequence. The other tone was fixed at 198.5 GHz in order to function as the calibration tone. There were 122 tuning frequencies in the sweep, separated by 0.25 GHz, except for a gap between 191.5 and 193.5 GHz. This gap is due to the limited receiver response for Intermediate Frequencies (IF) less than one GHz and the first stage local oscillator (LO) being set to 192.5 GHz. This is likely the finest spectral resolution sampling of the 183 GHz line ever achieved in the field. The dwell time for each frequency of the tuned transmitted tone was 100 ms. The timing of the transmitter-receiver tuning was synchronized using GPS receivers. Each received ATOMMS signal was filtered, down converted in frequency, digitized and recorded. The
signal frequency in the final receiver stage ranged from 8 to 35 kHz for each of the 122 tuned frequencies. The frequency and power of the down converted signals were detected using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and the signal amplitude was determined by taking the square root of the integrated signal power from each FFT. The integration time was 50 ms, which is half of the dwell time to allow time for each synthesizer tune to settle. Calibration tone amplitudes were computed using the same method.

One sweep of the frequencies took 12.2 seconds. The instrument cycled through the four combinations of the two transmitters and two receivers before repeating the tuning cycle to help isolate any transmitter or receiver issues. Thus, a full tuning cycle was completed every 48.8 s. The observations from the four different transmit-receive pairs were averaged together to yield new estimates for the ATOMMS signal ratio every 48.8 seconds (Eq. (2)). The resulting integration time for each particular tuned frequency was four times 50 ms or 200 ms.

4. Interpretation of Measurements

ATOMMS observations of $R$, defined in Eq. (2), are sensitive to changes in the integrated water vapor along the path between the instruments. The retrieval algorithm discussed below determines changes in water vapor pressure relative to a reference period. We selected two reference periods that are identified in Fig. 2. The first period spanned 2:23 to 2:31 PM, shortly after data acquisition began, and the second spanned 4:51 to 4:56 PM, approximately 2.5 hours later. These are periods of relatively constant amplitude spectra due to relatively constant vapor pressure and temperature and relatively low optical depth, which maximizes the number of usable frequencies nearest line center. Comparing solutions derived using the two different reference periods provides some assessment of instrumental drift.

The retrieval algorithm determines the change in vapor pressure relative to the reference period by finding the best forward-calculated fit to each observed ATOMMS amplitude ratio spectrum (Eq. 2) using a least squares method. To forward model the clear sky atmospheric attenuation, we used the am Atmospheric Model, version 7.2 [Paine, 2011] which was shown to fit the ATOMMS measurements to the 0.3% level in previous work with the ground-based ATOMMS prototype system [Kursinski et al., 2012]. In operation, the ATOMMS ratio, $R$ in Eq. (2), is determined from measurements at times, $t$ and $t_0$, for a range of frequencies, $f$, which produces a frequency spectrum of the ratio. In forward calculations of Eq. (2), we assume that the vapor pressure, air temperature, and air pressure are known at the reference time, $t_0$, and the air pressure and temperature are known at time, $t$. The solution is determined by finding the change in vapor pressure from the reference value that provides the best least squares fit between the forward-calculated and observed ATOMMS ratio spectra. During this experiment, we were able to accurately determine signal amplitudes up to total optical depths due to gas plus liquid water of 17.

For the purposes of determining the average water vapor along the path, we used 15 tuning frequencies spanning 187.861 GHz to 191.361 GHz to make the water vapor retrievals. Since the greatest sensitivity to changes in vapor pressure
occurs at line center, it is desirable to utilize frequencies as close to line center as possible. For this field test, tuning tones with frequencies lower than 187.861 GHz were too attenuated to be measured accurately even during clear skies. During periods of lighter rain and clouds, the additional attenuation by liquid water caused the retrieval frequencies nearest line center to become too opaque to measure accurately, reducing the number of frequencies available for the fit. The liquid optical depth in Fig. 2 is the liquid optical depth at the calibration tone, \( f_{\text{CAL}} = 198.5 \) GHz. The liquid optical depth was computed by subtracting the forward-calculated change in gaseous extinction relative to the reference period from the observed change in optical depth relative to the reference period, which includes changes in both liquid and gaseous extinction. During the heaviest rain period, none of the High Band signals could be measured due to strong liquid attenuation.

The retrieved path-averaged vapor pressure between the instruments is shown in Fig. 3A. The figure shows 12 different solutions that were used to estimate the random uncertainty in the retrieval of vapor pressure as described in Section 5. The half range of the 12 solutions shown in Fig. 3B is generally less than 0.1 hPa. Most of the fractional uncertainties are well below 1% of the vapor pressure, indicating that the solution is highly constrained by the observations. The path averaged vapor pressure varied from 10.2 to 16.5 hPa over the nearly four hour observation period. The measured vapor pressure peaked in association with the rainy period before 15:00. Following that rain shower, there was a brief intrusion of drier air centered near 15:15 before the vapor pressure rapidly increased prior to the thunderstorm at 15:30. Immediately following the heavy rain after reacquisition of the High Band signals, the vapor pressure dropped to its lowest value. In Section 5 we note that similar advection of dry air following summertime thunderstorms in this region have been observed in previously published work and show that our estimation of the minimum vapor pressure was consistent with the nearby radiosonde observations from Tucson. During the brief cloud passage at 16:30, there was a sharp increase and peak in the vapor pressure that brought the relative humidity up to approximately 100%. The vapor pressure fell sharply following the passage of the cloud. There was one more peak in vapor pressure at 17:00 before the sharp rise associated with the rain that began at 17:30.

**Determining temperature**

Retrieving changes in water vapor versus time from the measured absorption spectra requires knowledge of atmospheric temperature and pressure. In the eventual LEO-LEO occultation measurements, ATOMMS will profile both the atmospheric Doppler shift and attenuation of the occulted signals, from which profiles of temperature, pressure and water vapor will be derived [Kursinski et al., 2002]. In the static mountaintop-to-mountaintop geometry, there is no Doppler shift and only the attenuation portion of the ATOMMS measurements is available. Pressure was determined using barometers on each mountaintop. Determining the atmospheric temperature along the signal path was more challenging.

During this experiment, three nearby thermometers measured the surface air temperature. An Arduino weather station was located next to each ATOMMS instrument and an automated weather station was located in the town of Summerhaven, about 300 m below Mt. Lemmon and 700 m to the north. Unfortunately, these surface temperature
observations were not entirely representative of the air temperature aloft along the ATOMMS signal path because of their close proximity to the surface and a high bias in the Arduino temperatures due to heat generated by the ATOMMS instrumentation inside the protective tents.

To better estimate the temperature along the signal path, we derived the average air temperature along the path from the pressure scale height using the hypsometric equation and time-varying barometric pressure measured at the two ATOMMS instruments

\[ T_v = \frac{g \Delta Z}{R_d} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{P_{\text{Big}}}{P_{\text{Lem}}} \right) \right]^{-1} \]  

(5)

where \( g \) is gravitational acceleration, \( \Delta Z \) is the altitude difference between Mt. Lemmon and Mt. Bigelow, \( R_d \) is the gas constant for dry air, \( P_{\text{Big}} \) and \( P_{\text{Lem}} \) are the measured air pressures on Mt. Bigelow and Mt. Lemmon respectively, and \( T_v \) is the layer mean virtual temperature. The uncertainty associated with this temperature estimation is discussed in Section 5. The air temperature is obtained from the virtual temperature, e.g., Wallace and Hobbs [1977].

While Eq. (5) ideally provides the desired layer mean temperature needed for spectral calculations of \( R \), there are issues with this approach. The sensitivity of Eq. (5) to small dynamic pressure variations made short term temperature estimates noisy. The horizontal separation between Mt. Lemmon and Mt. Bigelow caused the estimated temperature to be sensitive to propagating pressure perturbations. Finally, the assumption of hydrostatic balance in Eq. (5) is not true during thunderstorm activity. To alleviate these issues, we used a one hour running mean of the air pressure.

Temperatures derived in this manner are biased by small biases in barometric pressure. To minimize this bias, we shifted the entire temperature time series by 2.15 K so that the relative humidity was 100% at 16:30, when the cloud was present. Figure 4 shows the derived air temperature between the instruments that was used in the retrievals, as well as the nearby, in-situ thermometer observations.

**Water vapor spectra**

Figure 5 shows four examples of fitted ATOMMS ratio spectra. The outstanding agreement between the measured and modeled spectra is immediately evident in that most of the individual ATOMMS amplitude ratio spectra fall within ±0.15 hPa (which is ±1%) of the calculated spectra. This is true for most of the individual retrievals.

Figure 5A shows a retrieval made during the clear period around 15:08, following the first rain period. All 15 frequencies spanning 187.861 to 191.361 GHz were available and closely fit the forward-calculated ATOMMS ratio. Figure 5B shows a retrieval made during the first rain period at 14:51. While the two frequencies nearest line center were lost due to the increase in optical depth caused by rain, the remaining 13 ATOMMS frequencies yielded accurate vapor pressure retrievals during the rain.

Panels C and D of Fig. 5 show retrievals made at 16:29, during the cloudy period. The solution in Panel C uses the first reference period while the solution in Panel D uses the second reference period, which is closer to the time of the cloudy
period. The difference between the shape of the ATOMMS ratio spectrum in Fig. 5C and 5D is due to the use of the two different reference periods, which changes the amplitude ratio in the denominator of Eq. (2). The increased liquid optical depth due to the cloud eliminated the three frequencies nearest line center. Although scatter about the best fit forward calculation line is larger than that in Panels A and B, the fitted forward calculations constrain the water vapor solution quite well, despite the presence of the cloud and some light rain. The better fit that results when using the second reference period indicates that there was some subtle instrumental drift over the 2.5 hours between reference periods. Near the cloud peak, the Reference 1 water vapor solutions are greater than the Reference 2 solutions by only 0.03 hPa (0.2%), indicating the level of robustness of these vapor pressure retrievals.

5. Sources of Uncertainty and Validation of Results

There are a number of sources of uncertainty in the ATOMMS mountaintop water vapor retrievals that include

1. Measurement errors including signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and instrument drift,
2. Undesired environmental effects such as scintillations due to turbulence,
3. Errors in modeling including gaseous spectroscopy and particulate scattering,
4. Biases due to errors in the reference period air temperature and water vapor estimates, and
5. Errors in the estimated time varying, path-averaged, air temperature
6. Uncertainty in spectral fitting

In terms of measurement errors (Category 1), the high SNR that enabled penetration and water vapor retrievals up to optical depths of 17 is not a significant source of error, except, of course, when optical depths exceeded 17 and became impenetrable. As noted, we did see signs of subtle instrument drift over approximately 2.5 hours, which is 9,000 seconds that shifted the retrieved water vapor amount by 0.2%. However, because the duration of a LEO occultation is only about 100 seconds, errors due to instrument drift in LEO should be very small.

Turbulence-induced amplitude scintillations (Category 2) were quite significant during the periods of strong convection. These were reduced by almost an order of magnitude via amplitude ratioing with the calibration tone [Kursinski et al., 2016]. Residual amplitude scintillations may be the largest source of random error in the least square fits.

In terms of spectroscopic errors (Category 3), we again note that ATOMMS is itself a very high spectral resolution spectrometer such that the ATOMMS data can be used to refine the spectroscopic models and make them as accurate as the ATOMMS observations. Along these lines, we also note that in order to diagnose and reduce spectroscopic errors, Kursinski et al. (2009) recommended increasing the required number of Low Band signals from 4 to 5 to make the solutions systematically over-determined in order to identify systematic errors in spectroscopic models and then refine those models.

Errors in the reference period temperature and water vapor estimates (Category 4) create unknown biases in our mountaintop estimates. These biases are not relevant to the eventual LEO system because, in the LEO-LEO occultation
geometry, the reference period occurs when the signal path is above the detectable atmosphere where the atmospheric density is essentially zero.

The primary cause of temperature-related uncertainty is in the change in temperature between the reference period and the observation time (category 5). Errors in the absolute temperature are relatively insignificant, i.e., temperature biases are not a significant source of uncertainty in the water vapor retrievals in comparison to errors in estimating the change in temperature relative to the reference period. For the conditions of this particular experiment, based on the AM7.2 model, the sensitivity of the change in derived water vapor due to a temperature change relative to the reference period temperature was approximately -0.17 hPa/°C. Examples of the sensitivity of the ATOMMS ratio, Eq. (2), to changes in vapor pressure and temperature relative to the reference conditions for this experiment are shown in Fig. 6. The figure plots the forward-computed ATOMMS ratio spectrum for three different changes relative to the reference conditions. For the conditions of the field experiment, we were able to measure amplitudes for signal frequencies of 187.861 GHz and higher. Lower frequencies closer to line center were too attenuated to track. As the figure shows, for frequencies greater than 187.861 GHz, a one hPa decrease in vapor pressure produced approximately the same ATOMMS amplitude ratio spectrum as a 5.9 °C increase in air temperature does. Larger changes in vapor pressure, such as the 3 hPa in the figure, are easily distinguished from changes in air temperature.

Based on Fig. 4, the uncertainty in the change in temperature relative to the reference period temperature during this experiment was less than 3°C, which places an upper bound of a 0.5 hPa water vapor uncertainty due to the temperature uncertainty.

The misfit between the measured ATOMMS amplitude spectral ratios and the forward calculation of those spectral ratios (category 6) are sensitive to all of the error types noted above. To understand and characterize the robustness in the spectral fits, we varied the number of frequencies used in the fits. The baseline retrieval utilized the amplitudes of the 15 signals whose frequencies range from 187.861 to 191.361 GHz. Five additional retrievals were implemented using different subsets of these 15 frequencies. Specifically these subsets were the 10 lowest frequencies, the 10 highest frequencies, the 5 lowest frequencies, the 5 middle frequencies, and the 5 highest frequencies within the 187.861 to 191.361 GHz frequency range. We also ran the same 6 cases using the second reference period. The same temperature versus time was used for all 12 cases.

Figure 3A shows the resulting 12 solutions. The blue line in Fig. 3B shows the spread across the 12 retrievals, defined as the maximum minus the minimum vapor pressure divided by two. This half range represents a conservative estimate of the random uncertainty of the retrieved vapor pressure changes that includes both measurement and model errors. The average half range is 0.077 hPa which corresponds to a fractional uncertainty of approximately 0.6%. This small spread across the 12 cases indicates that instrument drift over the four hour observational period was quite small and that the ATOMMS spectral observations tightly constrained the vapor pressure with little ambiguity over a wide range of clear, cloudy and rainy conditions in optical depths up to 17.
The amplitude ratio in Eq. (2) reduces common mode sources of error and uncertainty. Ratioing of the amplitudes of two signals, as was done here, eliminates the effects of liquid particle extinction to the extent that the liquid extinction is spectrally flat over the ATOMMS tuning range and calibration frequencies. For raindrop-sized spheres of water, Mie theory predicts that the mm wavelength spectrum of extinction is nearly flat. For smaller cloud droplets, Mie theory combined with the dielectric model of liquid water indicate that the mm (and cm) wavelength extinction increases approximately linearly with frequency due to absorption by liquid water. Near 16:30, the passage of a cloud between the mountaintops coincided with an increase in the 198.5 GHz extinction but no increase in the 24.4 GHz extinction, indicating the presence of very small particles along the path. We adjusted the retrieval algorithm to account for this expected cloud droplet spectral dependence over the High Band frequency range which caused the retrieved vapor pressure to increase by 0.8%. The increase was necessary to compensate for the slight spectral variation in liquid water attenuation that resulted from using the Mie cloud model. Surprisingly, the spectral misfit to the ATOMMS observations increased slightly. The reason is not clear.

This small 0.8% change in the retrieved vapor pressure provides some indication of how effective the calibration tone ratioing is in minimizing the sensitivity of the ATOMMS water vapor retrievals to hydrometeors. In the future, the High Band system will have 4 rather than its present 2 tones in order to place calibration tones on both the low and high frequency sides of the 183 GHz water vapor line to reveal and compensate for any overall spectral tilt caused by particle extinction as well as other effects. This should greatly reduce cloud ambiguity in the 183 GHz based water vapor retrievals.

6. Validation against in-situ measurements

In previously published work, we demonstrated the ability of the ATOMMS prototype system to accurately retrieve changes in water vapor along a relatively short 820 m path across the University of Arizona campus in clear conditions. In that experiment, the atmosphere was well mixed and nearly homogeneous along the observation path such that the retrieved changes in water vapor from ATOMMS matched those observed with an in situ sensor near one end of the path to 1-2% [Kursinski et al., 2012]. Based on these results, our intent had been to validate these ATOMMS moisture retrievals in the presence of clouds and rain via comparison with independent in-situ moisture measurements analogous to the ~1% validation of clear sky ATOMMS retrievals along a shorter path demonstrated by Kursinski et al. [2012]. However, we came to realize that quantitative validation of the ATOMMS water vapor retrievals for this mountaintop experiment was limited by the substantial spatial inhomogeneity of the moisture field itself associated with a longer path, over mountainous terrain, during thunderstorm activity. The large variations of water vapor produced by the turbulent, moist, convective activity limited the level of agreement between the several in-situ sensors.

The spatial inhomogeneity of the water vapor field is evident in Fig. 7, which shows that ATOMMS water vapor retrieval and observations from three nearby in-situ sensors as well as the measurement from the Tucson radiosonde at the altitude of the ATOMMS experiment. The differences between the in-situ sensors are indicative of the magnitude of moisture variations along the 5.4 km path. The observation geometry in Fig. 1, shows that the ATOMMS-derived vapor
pressure is an average over the 5.4 km path that runs above a valley between the mountaintops on which instruments sit, while in-situ sensors are located on the ground at each end of the observation path and another in a valley below the observation path.

The spatial variability of the water vapor during this experiment was large. A measure of the water vapor variability over the 5.4 km observation path is provided by computing the root mean square (RMS) differences for the three available in-situ sensors during the experiment, namely the two sensors at each end of the observation path and data from a sensor in the town of Summerhaven in the valley below the observation path. The RMS of the differences between the three in-situ sensors and the ATOMMS derived water vapor was approximately 8% during the period from 14:00 to 15:30, which preceded the first heavy rain period. Water vapor variations during the most active convective periods were likely larger. In the appendix, we discuss the difficulty and very high (prohibitive?) cost of designing and employing an in-situ observational network capable of verifying the ATOMMS retrievals for the conditions encountered during this experiment.

Cross correlations

Despite the inherent differences in the horizontal averaging of ATOMMS and the in-situ instruments, there is substantial cross-correlation between these water vapor measurements. We show this by examining the correlation between the ATOMMS-retrieved path-average water vapor and the in-situ water vapor sensor located on Mt. Bigelow. Figure 8A shows the ATOMMS retrieval for the path averaged vapor pressure in blue and the measured vapor pressure from the in-situ sensor on Mt. Bigelow in red. Substantial cross correlation is clearly evident between the two data sets. The other colored lines in Fig. 8A show time-shifted segments of the in-situ observations, as described below, that make the correlation between the datasets more visually apparent. In order to demonstrate and quantify the cross correlation between the ATOMMS-derived vapor pressure and the in-situ observations, we separated the datasets into several different time segments because the time lag between the two observations of water vapor varies as the wind conditions change. We discuss four particular time segments defined as follows

1. 14.06 to 14.79 hours, which is approximately the first 45 minutes of data collection;
2. 14.99 to 15.49 hours, which is the period leading up to the first heavy rain period when the ATOMMS High Band signals became too attenuated to track;
3. 16.00 to 16.42 hours, which is the period when the High Band signals reappeared following the heavy rain; and
4. 16.75 to 17.39 hours, which is the period immediately following the cloudy period.

Figure 8B shows the correlation coefficients as a function of sample time lag. Consecutive ATOMMS samples are separated by 48.8 s. The peak cross correlation coefficients range from 0.78 to 0.97, which indicate strong correlation between the ATOMMS-derived water vapor pressure and the in-situ observations of water vapor pressure on Mt Bigelow. Positive lags indicate periods when ATOMMS observed water vapor variations occurred earlier than those variations in the in-situ observations on Mt Bigelow. Although the winds were occasionally gusty, with variable direction due to shower and thunderstorm activity, there were two systematic shifts in the prevailing wind direction observed in the field: a shift from W
to NNW around 15:48 and a shift from NNW to ENE around 16:55. These wind shifts were observed both from the motion of clouds in sequences of web camera images taken from Mt Bigelow and by the Tucson WSR-88 RADAR. The ATOMMS instruments were oriented along a NE to SW direction, with Mt. Bigelow on the SW end (Fig. 1). Figure 8B indicates that the first three time segments had positive lags, while the last time segment had a negative lag. This is consistent with our wind observations, in which the wind direction had a component from the observation path toward Mt. Bigelow for the first three time periods, and from Mt. Bigelow to the observation path for the fourth time period.

Moist bias in *in situ* sensor sampling

Another issue in validating the ATOMMS water vapor retrievals against the in-situ sensor results is a moist bias in the ground measurements relative to the overlying air after the period of heavy rain. The bias is due to evaporation from the wet surface moistening the near-surface air, which is the air whose properties are measured by the in-situ sensors. As a result, with the exception of the cloud around 16:30, the retrieved ATOMMS water vapor amounts over the 80 minutes following the heavy rain were systematically lower than the surface measurements. This continued until approximately 17:20 when the steady increase in water vapor and rain began and continued through the end of the experiment. The largest differences occurred shortly after the most intense rain, when ATOMMS measured a vapor pressure of 10.2 hPa, the smallest of the entire experiment. This value is approximately 25% lower than water vapor measured at the surface stations. Such behavior where moisture at the surface varies little while air aloft becomes significantly drier following summertime thunderstorms is common in this region (e.g., Fig. 4 in Kursinski et al. [2008]).

For the period of relatively dry air following the cloud, the 00Z Tucson radiosonde profile provides perhaps the best validation of the ATOMMS results. The sonde launched between 16:30 and 16:45 from a location about 20 km south of the experiment and ascended through the Mt. Bigelow to Mt. Lemmon altitude interval between 16:35 and 16:50. According to the sonde, the average vapor pressure in the layer between Mt. Bigelow and Mt. Lemmon was about 12.3 hPa which is within a few percent of the ATOMMS water vapor retrievals following the cloud’s passage. We also note that moisture concentrations measured on Mt. Lemmon decreased steadily through this period reaching a minimum of 12.7 hPa at 17:25, a value essentially identical to the ATOMMS moisture retrieval at this time (Fig. 7). This decrease, despite the evaporative moistening from the wet surface, suggests that dry air was indeed advecting over Mt. Lemmon. Thus, the combination of the sonde profile, the ATOMMS measurements and Mt Lemmon surface measurements all indicate passage of a relatively dry, horizontally extended, air layer following the heavy rain.

7. Discussion

The results of this ATOMMS field test demonstrate that the differential absorption concept using an active microwave spectrometer works very well, yielding performance consistent with theoretical expectations that is well beyond the capabilities and performance of passive radiometers. Using a prototype ATOMMS instrument we developed with
funding from NSF, we measured differential absorption spectra and then forward modeled those spectra, achieving better than 1% agreement, through clear air, clouds and rain to determine the changes in the path-averaged water vapor pressure between the ATOMMS instruments. We demonstrated water vapor retrievals made during cloudy and rainy periods that were only slightly noisier than those made during clear sky periods. Accurate retrievals of water vapor pressure were made through optical depths up to 17, thus demonstrating the exceptionally wide dynamic range achievable via the differential absorption approach. The fact that this performance was achieved under turbulent conditions associated with intense, local thunderstorms also indicates the effectiveness of the differential approach in reducing the impact of turbulence.

While the variable, turbulent conditions associated with convective activity together with passing clouds and rain provided an excellent test of the ATOMMS system’s ability to function and perform in very challenging conditions, it also limited the level of validation that could be achieved against in-situ surface sensors. The disagreement amongst the three nearby in-situ sensors revealed the substantial inhomogeneity in the water vapor field in the vicinity of the 5.4 km observation path. Prior to the first heavy rain period, the RMS of the differences between the in-situ sensors was approximately 8%, which set an upper bound to which the ATOMMS retrieved changes in water vapor pressure could be validated by the in-situ sensors. It is also important to note that ATOMMS measured the change in the \textit{path-averaged} vapor pressure which will differ somewhat from point measurements along the path with a magnitude that depends on the inhomogeneity of the water vapor along the path.

During the period following the heavy rain, the ATOMMS measurements revealed systematically drier conditions than the nearby in-situ sensors. These differences were likely due to the fact that the in situ sensors were located at the surface while the path between the ATOMMS instruments was aloft. As a result, the in-situ sensors measured the humidity of air moistened by evaporation from the rain soaked surface, while ATOMMS measured the humidity of air aloft above the valley between the two instruments. The nearby Tucson radiosonde indeed indicated that, following the thunderstorm, a layer of drier air passed through the area. Thus, direct validation the ATOMMS retrievals against the in-situ sensors was limited to about 8%. In the appendix we discuss why it would have been extremely difficult to validate our retrievals at the 1% level with in-situ observations for the conditions encountered during this field experiment.

The better than 1% agreement achieved between the measured ATOMMS spectra and a forward microwave propagation model was substantially better than the comparisons with in situ sensors and indicates the very small level of uncertainty associated with the changes in water vapor that ATOMMS measured. Despite our varying both the combinations of signal frequencies used in the retrievals and the reference times, the agreement remained better than 1%, indicating that there is simply very little ambiguity in the retrievals of changes in the path-averaged vapor pressure. This essentially brings laboratory-quality measurements out into the field, a very desirable and sought after property of any measurement system.

In terms of the number of signal frequencies required to accurately determine the water vapor, we used from 5 to 15 tuned signal frequencies plus a calibration frequency for the water vapor spectral fits. The agreement and consistency of these results indicate that the amplitudes from just a few tuned frequencies and a calibration frequency are needed to produce water vapor retrievals with very small random and absolute uncertainties. We also note that the spectral sweeps used in the
mountaintop experiment were intentionally finely spaced in frequency, and therefore slow as well as redundant in order to assess instrument performance, the absorption and scattering spectra and the performance of the retrievals. Faster spectral sampling, as required for LEO-LEO occultations, is readily achievable using a combination of faster switching synthesizers and a smaller number of frequencies to sample the spectrum.

These field measurements of attenuation made near the 183 GHz water vapor absorption line in the presence of rain and liquid clouds enabled us to assess the attenuation due to liquid hydrometeors and the ambiguities associated with them. In terms of raindrop-sized liquid hydrometeors, Mie theory predicts that their attenuation across the 183 GHz band has little dependence on signal frequency. As a result, the attenuation due to rain largely ratioed out when we applied the differential absorption technique to determine the changes in water vapor. According to Mie theory, the attenuation of cloud droplet-sized liquid hydrometeors in the 183 GHz band has a spectral dependence that increases approximately linearly with frequency. However, when we accounted for this anticipated dependence, the fit between the observations and forward calculations from a microwave propagation model became slightly worse. The reasons for this are as yet unclear.

In the eventual LEO configuration, the ATOMMS signals will encounter a wider range of hydrometeors and spectral dependencies across both the High and Low Band frequency bands. For example, the 183 GHz band will profile water vapor at high altitudes through ice clouds that will attenuate the signals via Rayleigh scattering which depends approximately on the signal frequency to the fourth power. The LEO version of ATOMMS will provide the information necessary to observe and account for such non-vapor effects using at least three simultaneous signal frequencies to place calibration tones on both the low and high sides of the absorption line and the third frequency on the line. At altitudes where most liquid hydrometeors are encountered, observations in the 22 GHz band will be used to make water vapor retrievals. The liquid water absorption spectrum across the low band frequencies is generally more complex than the ice particle scattering across the high band frequencies. Thus, in order to separate the water vapor absorption from the cloud liquid water absorption, we must observe the amplitudes from at least four low band frequencies, with at least one of the signal frequencies on the high frequency side of the 22 GHz absorption line, since the liquid water absorption increases with frequency across the entire low frequency band, while the water vapor absorption is greatest at line center and will have the opposite frequency dependence on the high frequency side of the line. Under clear sky conditions, measurements of three to four simultaneously frequencies will allow evaluation and possibly refinement of the spectroscopy of the 22 and 183 GHz water lines. At least one additional frequency would be required to evaluate and improve spectroscopy when clouds are present.

The ability of ATOMMS signals to penetrate though optical depths up to 17 demonstrated here (which would have reached 19 with more stable synthesizers) and retrieve water vapor to 1% under a wide range of atmospheric conditions ranging from clear to cloudy to rain is well beyond the capability of radiometric systems whose penetration is typically limited to optical depths around unity. This large dynamic range allows ATOMMS to retrieve water vapor from the mesosphere into the lower troposphere as its concentration varies by many orders of magnitude. It is also necessary to be able to retrieve water vapor when there is increased attenuation from clouds. The stronger 183 GHz line is used at higher
altitudes and the weaker 22 GHz line is used at lower altitudes. A design goal for ATOMMS is to have sufficient dynamic range to achieve a large vertical overlap of the High and Low Band measurements and retrieved profiles. A vertical overlap will provide a valuable crosscheck since the errors in the Low Band and High Band systems will be largely independent. The two bands will have different dependencies and sensitivities to turbulence and spectroscopic uncertainty. In the vertical overlap region the observable High Band frequencies will be far from line center, while the information from the Low Band signals will be from frequencies closer to line center.

A fundamental goal for weather and climate monitoring, prediction and understanding is all-weather unbiased global sampling. IR systems have substantial biases in their coverage due to the limited ability of IR photons to penetrate through clouds [e.g., Hearty et al., 2013] and its ~2 km vertical resolution is poor in comparison to the vertical scales at which water varies in the atmosphere. While downward-viewing passive microwave systems penetrate through clouds, their vertical resolution is very coarse and their retrievals over land are significantly less accurate than over oceans. GPS RO does provide unbiased global coverage, but is limited by the inability to separate the wet and dry gas contributions to the index of refraction.

ATOMMS is much closer to an all-weather global remote sensing system that will minimize sampling biases. ATOMMS combines the self-calibration and vertical resolution advantages of occultation systems with relatively easy to interpret observations of signal attenuation through the atmosphere that can be inverted to produce accurate, high vertical resolution profiles of water vapor without a priori constraints. In contrast, passive IR and microwave systems require technically challenging measurements of absolute radiance in orbit, which are fundamentally more difficult to interpret and retrievals of water vapor are more uncertain, vertically coarse, and require a priori constraints. An orbiting ATOMMS system achieves near-absolute, long term stability for climate monitoring simply by measuring changes in amplitude over the 100 second duration of LEO-LEO occultations.

Given this present situation, ATOMMS’ precise, all-weather retrieval capability, as demonstrated here, offers a major advance in remote sensing of the atmosphere. These results support the prediction that an ATOMMS system in LEO would be a major advance toward achieving the fundamental satellite observing system goals of very high vertical resolution, all-weather temperature and water vapor sounding with very small random and absolute uncertainties, across the entire globe in support of weather prediction, climate monitoring and the quantitative constraints on process needed to improve models. A mission design concept using a constellation of very small ATOMMS satellites using cubesat technology is given in Kursinski et al., 2016. ATOMMS has the potential to provide global observations from space that approach, and in some ways exceed, the performance of sondes.
Appendix A: In-Situ Observational Network Required for Validation of ATOMMS Retrievals

We now discuss the question regarding the quality, quantity and spacing of in-situ observations that would be required to validate the ATOMMS retrievals of changes in vapor pressure with time, which we believe are accurate to within 1%. Chilled mirror hygrometers can reach accuracies of 1%, at least in the laboratory. However, when we discussed validating ATOMMS instruments to 1% with Holger Vömel, a chilled mirror hygrometer expert at NCAR, he indicated that no in-situ measurements can reliably achieve 1% accuracy out in the field. Chilled mirrors are also expensive. We purchased one for $9000 and even the less accurate miniature ones used on balloons are more than $1000 apiece. Therefore, while a series of chilled mirrors could be placed along the path, their accuracy might not be as good as required to achieve 1%. They would likely be the closest to 1% that is available.

The next consideration is how to satisfy the constraints imposed by the ATOMMS measurements which include (1) a raised observational path between the instruments sufficiently high above the ground surface to avoid surface reflections and (2) a sufficiently long path length to produce enough absorption to enable precise and accurate water vapor retrievals. To avoid contamination of the water vapor observations by the ground surface, the in-situ sensors must be located well above the surface (~50 m) and close to the signal path, but not so close that they interfere with the ATOMMS signal transmission.

Given the variability of the water vapor along the path, the next question is how closely must the in-situ instruments be spaced along the signal path to achieve a specified level of accuracy? We estimated the water vapor variability over the 5.4 km observation path by computing the root mean square (RMS) differences for the three available in-situ sensors during the experiment, namely the two sensors at each end of the observation path and data from a sensor in the town of Summerhaven in the valley below the observation path. The RMS of the differences between the three in-situ sensors and the ATOMMS measurements was approximately 8% during the period from 14:00 to 15:30, which preceded the first period of heavy rain.

To determine how many in-situ sensors would be required to achieve 1% agreement, we turn to the results of Otarola et al. (2011) who used aircraft measurements to determine how the ratio of the standard deviation of humidity point measurements divided by the path averaged humidity varies with the path length over which the point measurements are averaged. The Otarola et al. (2011) findings are shown in Fig. A1. The straight line segments in the figure represent power law type behavior. The power law exponent of the lines of std(q)/mean(q) in Figure 9 that pass near the point of stdev/mean = 8% for a path of 5 km is approximately 0.35. Given this power-law exponent and the requirement to keep uncertainties smaller than 1%, the path length required to achieve std(q)/mean(q) = 1% is approximately 13 m. This result is shown graphically in Fig. A1 by the dashed blue line that passes through the ATOMMS conditions of stdev/mean = 8% for a path of 5 km.

Thus, in situ sensors, accurate to 1% each, would need to be placed every 13 m along a 5.4 km path to achieve an in situ-based path average consistent with the ATOMMS measurements to the 1% level. This would require approximately 400 total in-situ instruments, a very large number of laboratory quality sensors. Furthermore, if the water vapor variations during
the heavy rainfall were still larger than the 8% variations preceding the heavy rainfall, then still denser in-situ sampling would be required.

This immediately raises the question of whether one could actually develop, deploy, operate, maintain and protect such a large number of instruments along an elevated path during the kind of severe weather that was required to achieve the high opacities that were observed. We considered using one or more unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) carrying precise humidity, temperature and pressure sensors making measurements along the path during the ATOMMS measurements. This solution has advantages of flexibility and relatively low cost, but it is not clear that any existing UAV humidity instrumentation can meet our performance needs. Furthermore, the biggest problem with an UAV approach is simply that the UAVs may not survive the intense convective activity that produced the high optical depths observed during our experiment.

We also considered deploying a series of tethered balloons along the 5.4 km path. However, the problem again is that during intense convective activity, with heavy rain, lighting, severe winds and downdrafts, the balloons would have been dangerous, potentially starting fires when struck by lightning, with at least a subset being destroyed, and the likelihood that the measurement accuracy required to validate ATOMMS would have been low. Given that sondehumidity sensors are notorious for getting wet during rain which yields positively biased humidity during and following rain, just the rainfall itself would likely have degraded the balloons’ measurement accuracy.

We discussed using instrumented towers with experts at NCAR, with experience deploying in situ sensors for field experiments. Towers appear to offer the approach most likely capable of successful, accurate measurements aloft during such extreme weather conditions. However, issues of safety for both the instruments and personnel and environment remain as the towers would certainly act as lightning rods, with the potential to start fires. Furthermore, purchasing and deploying the hundreds of towers of sufficient height required to achieve confirmation at 1% would be quite expensive.

Assuming an approximate cost of $2,500 per chilled mirror hygrometer, 400 such instruments would cost one million dollars. Each would require a data collection system and should be monitored somehow during data collection. The instruments would then need to be placed at the altitude of the ATOMMS signal path where they would have to be protected from heavy rain, winds and lightning. It is also not clear how many personnel would be required to implement, maintain and operate such an array.

The point of the preceding discussion is that verification by in situ measurements at the level of 1% uncertainty achieved by the ATOMMS measurements and retrievals out in the field is very difficult (if even possible). As noted, we have not yet identified any practical, cost-effective way to make a sufficient number of in-situ observations along the beam path that could have been used to evaluate the ATOMMS retrievals at their level of 1% precision during periods of intense convection.
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Figure 1: Geometry for the ATOMMS ground-based prototype instrument tests. The high band transmitter was located on Radio Ridge near Mt. Lemmon at an altitude of 2752 m, and the high band receiver was located 5.4 km away at the Catalina Station Observatory near Mt. Bigelow at an altitude of 2515 m. The signal propagation path lies along a northwest to southeast line.
Figure 2: Blue and red lines show observed changes in optical depth at 198.5 GHz and 24.4 GHz relative to reference period 1. The black line shows changes in optical depth at 198.5 GHz due to changes in liquid water after removing the contribution from changes in vapor pressure and temperature.
Figure 3: A. Retrieved vapor pressure for the 12 retrieval test cases described in the text. Each line is a different color. B. Blue line and left axis indicate the half range, which is one half of the maximum minus minimum vapor pressure from the 12 retrieval cases; green line and right axis is the half range divided by the absolute vapor pressure at each retrieval point.
Figure 4: Observed and derived air temperatures during the ATOMMS ground-based experiment.
A Clear period at 15:08

[Graph showing atmospheric measurement ratio vs. frequency (GHz) with markers and lines indicating different model fits and vapor pressure scenarios.]
Cloud at 16:29 using 1st Reference Period
Figure 5: Examples of fitting the observed ATOMMS amplitude ratio, Eq. (2) (black asterisks), to the forward calculated ATOMMS ratio using the am Model, version 7.2. Blue line is the best fit line for the indicated vapor pressure. Red line is am forward calculation for a vapor pressure 0.15 hPa greater than the best fit vapor pressure. Green line is forward calculation for a vapor pressure 0.15 hPa less than the best fit vapor pressure. The solutions shown in panels A, B, and C used reference period 1, while the solution in panel D used reference period 2.
Figure 6: ATOMMS ratio for three atmospheric changes along the 5.4 km observation path relative to reference conditions: vapor pressure decreased by 1 hPa (blue), temperature increased by 5.9 K (red), and vapor pressure decreased by 3 hPa (green). The reference conditions were air pressure = 743 hPa, air temperature = 20° C, and vapor pressure = 15 hPa.
Figure 7: Observed and retrieved vapor pressures. The sonde line indicates the average vapor pressure over the altitude range of the ATOMMS instruments as reported in the 00 UTC Tucson sonde for August 19.
Figure 8: A. Vapor pressure derived from ATOMMS observations (blue) and measured with an in-situ sensor on Mt. Bigelow (red). Also shown in other colors are four time segments of the in-situ observations shifted in time (as described in text) to highlight correlation between the two vapor pressure data sets. The time shift for each colored line is indicated in panel (B). B. Cross-correlation coefficients as a function of sample lags between the ATOMMS-derived vapor pressure and in-situ measurements of water vapor taken on Mt. Bigelow. The four lines correspond with the four time segments described in the text: green (14:06 – 14:79 hours), black (14:99 to 15:49 hours), cyan (16:00 to 16:42 hours), and magenta (16:75 to 17:39 hours).
Figure A1: Solid lines with dots show the ratio of the standard deviation of absolute humidity to the mean absolute humidity based on aircraft data taken at different altitudes, which is indicated by the air pressure along different flight paths. The blue dot on the dashed blue line corresponds with the value calculated from the three in-situ sensors operating during the experiment (ratio of 8% for a 5 km path). The slope of the dashed blue line corresponds with a power law exponent of 0.35 for the dependence of std(q)/mean(q) with the length of the path, which is consistent with Kolomogorov turbulence. Extrapolation of this line to std(q)/mean(q) to 1% would indicate that in-situ observations are required every 13 m in order to validate the 1% accuracy of the ATOMMS retrievals. Adapted from Otarola et al. (2011).